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Základní tábor námořní pěchoty Blaz na Guamu dokončil stavbu
věznice s 200 buňkami, ve které budou brzy sídlit „mediální osobnosti“,
které oklamaly Američany, aby uvěřili, že Joseph R. Biden legitimně
vyhrál prezidentské volby v roce 2020, zjistila společnost Real Raw
News.

Představitel JAG sídlící na Guamu řekl RRN, že stavba začala poté, co
White Hats v lednu obsadily 4000akrovou instalaci a obsadily ji 2700
vlasteneckými mariňáky a námořníky, kteří odsuzovali Bidenův režim a
přísahali bránit ústavu Spojených států. Nazval věznici „surovou“ a
„základní“, řekl, že cementová fasáda a ocelové tyče jsou spíše
podobné Rikerově ostrovu než Blazově primárnímu ultramodernímu
supermaxu.

"Budeme držet prázdné vzduchové hlavice jako Mehdi Hasan, ne Mark
DeFriest," řekl náš zdroj.

Hasan je jednou z ultralevicových kotev MSNBC a DeFriest (63) je
známý jako Houdini z Floridy, který v letech 1980 až 2017 sedmkrát
utekl z vězení.

"A Anderson Cooper není žádný 'Hannibal' Smith," dodal s odkazem na
okázalého vůdce fiktivního A-Team.

Zdálo se, že mu nedělá problém vypustit jména budoucích vězňů,
stvoření jako Rachel Madow, Jim Acosta, Kaitlan Collins, Chris
Wallace, Savannah Guthrie a Arie Melber, stejně jako Joy Behar a
Whoopi Goldberg z The View a moderátory talk show Jimmy Kimmel a
Oprah Winfrey. Uprostřed spirálovitého monologu také zmínil Arnona
Mishkina, ředitele Fox News Decision Desk, který na Election Night
2020 označil Joe Bidena za kritický bojiště v Arizoně.

Na otázku, zda JAG zapečetil obvinění na výše uvedené osoby, trochu
ustoupil: "Nemohu oficiálně říci, zda jsou obvinění nebo na koho, ale
očekáváme plný sál."
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A na otázku, kdy JAG plánuje začít zalidňovat věznici, odpověděl:
„Neuvádím data, ale nebuďte překvapeni, když Vánoce letos přijdou
dříve.“

Podrobněji by se k této otázce nevyjadřoval.

V reakci na dotazy, jak bude JAG financovat zadržování na dobu
neurčitou – roční náklady na uvěznění vězně jsou přibližně 30 000
dolarů – uvedl, že mediální osobnosti Deep State budou financovat své
vlastní tresty odnětí svobody.

„Ujasněme si to: Nebudou tam pobyty na dobu neurčitou. Je to
dočasné ubytování, zatímco čekají na tribunály. Očekáváme vysoký
obrat, otočné dveře. Použijeme jejich zabavený majetek, abychom
zaplatili jejich výdaje – dopravu, vězení, jídlo atd. Dokážete si
představit, jakou práci bychom mohli dělat s Oprahinými penězi? A
věřte mi, nebudeme jim dělat pohodlí,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Řekl, že ubytování je svým designem spartánské – žádná klimatizace,
nepohodlné postele a příděl teplé vody.

„Obyvatelé, kteří se brzy narodili, podvedli Ameriku. Nezaslouží si
pohodlí ani slušnosti. Kdyby záleželo na mně, dal bych televizi mimo
každou buňku a rouru s plnou hlasitostí v OANN a Newsmax 24/7.
Nyní by to byl nelidský, krutý a neobvyklý trest, ale zasloužený,“ řekl.

Věznice MSM je jedním ze tří zadržovacích zařízení na základně.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

Pokud zde někdo ví o Marku Taylorovi (The Trump Prophecies),
Markovi Bůh ukázal, že MSM bude odhaleno a spousta z nich bude
postavena před soud a popravena! Řekl, že tyto zkoušky pro MSM
způsobí, že Norimberk bude vypadat jako procházka dortem. V době
Hitlera a Norimberku byli ti, kdo byli zapojeni do novinových zpráv o
takových věcech, zatčeni za lhaní veřejnosti a byli popraveni!😳😳

Mám pocit, že jakmile bude MSM odstraněno, je to konečně „světlo na
konci tunelu“. Po této 3leté noci uvidíme denní světlo. Dle mého názoru
skvělá a dlouho očekávaná zpráva. Děkuji WHs a děkuji Michaele za
tuto skvělou zprávu! Letošní prázdninová sezóna se rýsuje tak, aby
byla úžasná se vší radostí, překvapením a úžasem, které jsme cítili
jako děti čekající na naši návštěvu Santa Clause. Hlavně díky Bohu!

STŘEDNÍ Pódium< 
 🎥

_The Whites Hats are publicly putting Obama on the center stage for
2024 and and his life corruption and AGENDAS connected to ALL
DEEP STATE OPERATIONSTUCKER Carlson coming after Obama as
being gay is a very important operation that WILL discredit the
OBAMA’S for their next presidential big run
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_but the EXPOSURE of Obama as a gay President WILL lead to DC
Elites and EXPOSURE of the intensional WOKE movement involving
the United States military and the chain of commands and operations
targeting children,/ intentionally weakling the military on[ ds] military
operations connected to CCP infiltration

 _The Obama hidden gay agenda WILL be uncovered as the world
watches and a clear

 Gay militarized operations took place to control the media and place
prominent positions through Hollywood, media, courts

 Banking sectors, the u.s. education systems to indoctrinate the children
into being sexualized at a very young age ( placing planned agendas
on children’s sexuality and orientation/sexual genders is pedophilia)

 _The Obama EXPOSURE WILL >COINCIDE>>HUMAN
TRAFFICKING RINGS

 _
 _CONNECTED TO[ DS] WORLD MILITARY OPS>

 _
 _
 THE EXPOSURE OF OBAMA IS VITAL and connects deep state

MILITARY OPERATIONS protecting pedophilia rings
 ( [ ds] mil intel. Agencies protect ELITE PEDOPHILIA RINGS due to

their own involvement in the human trafficking/ child/ sex trafficking
trade)//// >>> EPSTEIN WAS CREATED BY MOSSAD/ FINANCED BY
MI6/cia/Rothschild , Rockefellers etc ect AND KEPT HIS MONEY IN
CIA OPERATIONAL BANKS AS JP MORGAN AND OTHER WORLD
BANKS AS DEUTSCHBANK in Germany and much much much much
more….

The Exposure of Obama as gay and pushing a military WOKE
movement and government aid and financing into Gay Agenda
movements through several U.S corporations that were intentionally
pushed on children/military and created a 4rth generations warfare
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between civilians is all connected to TREASON/ PEDOPHILIA/
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY/ UNITED STATES EXECUTIVE
ORDERS pertaining to Foreign interference in ELECTIONS ( tens of
Thousands of Government officials . Military personal and people of
influence were blackmailed through Gay agenda operations that
targeted their computers , phones, Email etc.”‘ X”” > ( the PATRIOT
ACT in the 2000’s gave the cia and [ ds] the power to install fake
pedophilia blackmail operations programs on millions of U.S. (EU.>
world) citizens computers and phones… And they were blackmailed
into complying with the oppositional deep state forces……. this was

 A large part of 911 inside cia job to create the Patriot act and take
control of deep state U.S. interest )////

The military current MILITARY ALLIANCE operations to EXPOSE
Obama , U.S. PIZZAGATE. HUNTER LAPTOP, PODESTA. HILLARY
EMAILS. >> EPSTEIN<<>>ALL CONNECTED TO PEDOPHILIA RING,

 ADRENOCHROME crime syndicate operations ///// and how social
media Giants. MSM. Elites/ politicians/ tv personalities as jimmy
Kimmel all covered up for the CRIMES OF CENTURY. CRIMES
AGAINST HUMANITY AND ALL WORKED IN UNISON IN A CIA.
GUILDED MILITARY COUP AGAINST DONALD J. TRUMP AND
SEVERAL COUNTRIES AND NATIONS ACROSS THE WORLD

 __
 WE HAVE COME INSIDE A MASSIVE STORM

 PATRIOTS///the world is testing EBS through countries and all is
Preparing for EVENTS ( they will tell you the EBS is for other reasons
or blame Putin or Patriots or something other for coming blackouts…

 But remember GAME THEORY OPERATIONS ARE IN PLACE…. it’s
very important the coming EVENTS that are going to happen

 Including massive protest. Riots against the new pandemic/ vaccines/
lockdowns/…..

Join @WhiteHatsArmy
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This is what I’ve been wanting for. The media is the greatest enemy of
the people, and of the truth, the world has ever seen. Those smug
professional liars with the perfect hair, please, keep the in deep freeze
if Guam gets too hot. But I have to to say though, I have wondered if
they weren’t a bunch of robots. How can so many people lie so
blatantly for so long so consistently.

I copied and pasted this link and nothing came up. Would like to know
what this is. 😊

🚨🤫 Freemasons absolutely hate when you say their secret
passcodes out loud. They believe them to be extremely sacred and
only ever to be said in a low tone of voice.

Talmud
 Kabalah
 Star of Remphan

 Mah Hah Bone
 Widows Son

 Lions Paw
 Boaz

 Shibboleth
 Jachin

 Tubalcain

📢 Feel free to post them in the comments to show you’re not afraid
and please research their deeper meanings.

Camp Blaz which Guam aka The Boot & Diego Garcia aka The Foot.
The Foot is way worse than The Boot. The Foot allows the government
and the military are only allowed on that base and it is completely
surrounded by nothing but the Indian Ocean. Can you image you a
fellow soldier and being court marshall at The Foot? You might as well
make funeral arrangements in advance.
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That is great cannot wait to see all these people get locked up. They all
thank they are above the law.

>cannot wait to see all these people get locked up

IF ONLY we COULD actually SEE
 getting very skeptical of unsubstantiated hearsay

 anyone who isn’t, is a not just a sucker, but a threat to freedom
 no different from the suckers who swallow CNN stories w/o evidence

 solely because it’s what they WANT to believe

how ’bout it michael?
 how ’bout it WHs?

It’s only been 60 years…keep trusting the plan sir.

Wait until year 120 bf u actually question things

now I wonder why Biggs seemingly disappeared from this page,
apparently sucked off to other affairs, duties… in this one, he came on
first and strong enough to get MB quick putdown keeping that thread
up and going, while also responding to others in his

 typical simple minded, limited sass… what he says in response to one
RRN article scarcely differs from what has already been said in
previous 100 MB reports… boring Biggs, as we all well know, drones
on… playing Deep State Stooge most Excellently

anyway, Biggs was all over the board for a couple of hours boasting
how simple it was to keep up, and then vanished for last many hours,
did he get called off to protect some MSM idiot… we can only hope, is
he now human shield fending off WH… even his lunatic handlers must
know he does Deep State no good on this board, did they pull his
funding, might he be fodder defending his betters, seems Biggs is at
best Mockingbird flunky, a drop-out
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Mockingbird, first word of Q’s second drop, first drop being a bit of a
rouse, perhaps mocking the Mockingbirds (also in drops 3, 4, 6)

 Mockingbird is C_A (missing intelligence) control of MSM… which
could also be written MS13 (drop 5), M=13 as Q is 17… THUS

 MSM (13,19,13) is C_A intellectual (head), agenda, control of the
masses

 MS13, (13,19,M) is C_A body control, as in 187 (murder), as in the
Seth Rich saga…

 but with mass illegal entry now rampant under slowjoe Crooked
Creeper, MS13 could well amass to provide mass body control of the
masses, mass 187 triggered by C_A, an ‘alien invasion’ of a certain
sort and worse kind…

 parallels/similarities between MSM and MS13 in Deep State world
cannot be underestimated

I have long said, elsewhere, Cabal must always own a sense of
Control, otherwise far greater chaos may erupt in many ways, as long
as MSM appears to be intact/working, Cabal harbors a sense of
CONTROL, agenda control, keeping them in check, on rail, working
their playbook, similar to Hitler’s/Alinsky play, keeping them predictable

saying/suggesting MSM, Mockingbird, is ‘last’ is a bit of a misnomer, I
think deepest study of Q code would confirm/ask… are they end…
final… last

well, ‘last’, ‘end’, ‘final’… they are not exactly all identical… fourth-
quarter and final-act are always at ‘end’ of game or play, but both are
analogues to a period of time in which many events occur, my sense of
Q code can well understand the taking down and out of MSM to be
first/early event at the end not exactly worthy of being called ‘final’ or
even ‘last’ in a specific sense, only in a general sense, this article of
MB as does numerous other current events, like rising alarm over
stolen 2020 election points to a specific summation event, “BIRTH of a
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NEW NATION”, exceedingly rare, only once in Q, 1052, followed by
“NEW WORLD.” which only adds further implications and
complications, we also must compare and contrast domestic as
opposed to foreign events in the Q code, DOMESTIC is first Q concern,
America First, International will follow, but by no means does that mean
all Domestic events happen before any international events start, like
children being freed in Ukraine only happens after MSM is taken out,
we know that’s not true, the sense is better, best, that because America
puts itself first, realizing many domestic victories, and so it follows the
whole world will benefit soon thereafter, unlike Biggs, we have to learn
to walk and chew bubble gum at same time, ya can’t just stand in one
place and beat same dead pony to death, over and over again

thanks MB for giving us new word on timing issue, “early” to a large
degree replacing concept of “soon”… how long have WH been at it…
we know they showed face, internet, 10-28-2017, but at that point they
appear as a well oiled machine, less than 10, 2 not military… much Q
focus is placed on JFK and his murder, so I would not be surprised that
WH began at that time (childhood memory for me) or even before, thus
their concept of ‘soon’ is not, our-come-late-to-game concept of ‘soon’,
plausibly their start goes back to Fed Rsv up-start and/or even further,
any timing before the last of the current WHs die, presumably passing
baton on… for them, in that context not known/appreciated by us at all,
that is “soon” from their viewpoint, now timing is “early”, Christmas, but
was ‘Christmas’ used as the 2023 event, or in figurative sense of a ‘gift-
giving’ event. Note, speaker prefaces to MB, “I’m not pinning down
dates”, therefore, taking the “Christmas” as literal 23 date may well
miss speaker’s true intent, understanding “Christmas” with a more
figurative sense, gifting to RRN readers the joy of MSM arrests, “early”,
not waiting for Christmas… and “this year” is ambiguous too. In
speaker’s mind, the year in question starts as “full house” (time… year,
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understood), 24 not 23. When does it “start” question comes. PIN NO
DATE, PRESENTS MAY FALL EARLY, IMPLICATION IS PRESENTS
MAY NOT, NOT, NOT FALL EARLY, IN YEAR OF FULL HOUSE, 24

we deal with transcribed dialogue, not carefully and circumspective
devised written text, we must work hard to get inside speaker’s
thoughts, MB even then warns, us, sternly, “He wouldn’t expound on
that question in greater detail”… speaker says PIN NO DATE, MB
expounds uncertainty, I say POUND NO DATE, Q says learn our
Comms… do not be a “vacuous airhead” like Biggs, do not be a Deep
State Mockingbird-want-ta-be, expand your thinking, INDEED, does
speaker target Biggs begging him to grow-up, learn new vocabulary,
“early”, how it is like and not like “soon”… seek to understand those
delivering the message, not leaping to miscarry intent like dead-icated,
egotistical, tyrannical PINHEAD

will this prove to be another mystery, like 11.3, first marker, never said
to be 2017 or any other year, not even necessarily typical date,
November 3rd, maybe rare U.S. usage, but permitted, eleventh of
March, or is it reference to U.S law code… other, not a date, use

what Biggs, Turkey, could you not down turkey and keep up on RRN
Thanksgiving Day, or did your Deep State handlers call you into to
protect MSM stooges, or just defund you for delivering nothing, moving
funding to protect MSM.. what next dance do you do on your tiny
PINHEAD Biggs… please, amuse yourself, drone on drool face 

Apparently he might be celebrating Biggs’ demise too soon.

Last edited 32 minutes ago by Claire

Thank you , Grandad, for a brilliant essay, Much needed education
from an experienced professor/lecturer who can divide “the wood from
the trees.”

 “I can see clearly now, the rain has gone…”
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I’m sorta hoping they make a mad dash outta the Country so they can
be hunted down like rabid animals.

It’s past time that Oprah exchange her ill-gotten, blood cursed, lavish
Maui real estate for more modest real estate & accommodations on
Guam. Will be music to my ears when those reports surface. Joy Behar
& Whoopi’s relocations will be a joy to behold also. I feel a happy dance
in my near future.

No AC, how awful, NOT. Just priming them up for their final destination.

Anderson Cooper’s name is already on one of the arrested & executed
lists.

Pass the popcorn.

Oprah was rounded up years ago. One of the first. with one of her
Florida properties all dug up Never heard about her final disposal
though. AND Anderson Cooper, another one I heard about long ago, as
having been processed. They are rounding up doubles and clones
along with originals. I had heard the WH were controlling a lot of the
media for quite a while now

Last edited 27 minutes ago by Claire

Question is? What lump of putrid, acidic, smoldering dog turd is going
to substitute for Whoop!e G0ldberg? Happy Thanksgiving all y’all! ~The
Nak~

Happy Thanksgiving. This article gives me much joy. I sure hope
Murdock and Brett Baer will be there for calling AZ in 2020 too soon🤬
All those mentioned can’t wait. They have lied and deceived us all my
life as I tuned into the evening news believing it was my civic duty to
know what going on in the world. They lied lied lied. They need to pay
pay pay for being traitors & forfeit all their money $ assets 🤬🤬🤬
BOOM BOOM BOOM 🙏❤
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This would be nice… But you just told MSM what you will be doing…
Now they are programming the AI/CGI with endless air-time…

If they did, it was strategic. They didn’t come this far to suicide their
mission

With this news about MSM, I believe the EBS will be forthcoming. Make
sure you stock up on necessary goods. Checked out temps in Guam.
The average annual temp is 81 with high humidity. Now it’s 83 with
85% humidity.The next 8 days will be in the upper 80s at night and
lower 80s during the day. Great sleeping weather….with NO A/C for the
detainees. Y E S!!!

Will the DS have clones available in time to fill in for MSM talking heads
as they disappear?

Diego Garcia. Part of BIOT. British Indian Ocean Territory.

Interesting place that. Been by it, never ON it. Ahem, according to
somewhat reliable sources may well be the landing strip for MH370.

Longshot, unless you consider Poe’s Descent Into The Maelstrom
beyond the literary grasp of the Deep State..?

DG island is a airforce base, plus it is connected to a underground
DUMB. They also launch some SSP missiles to supply their bases
outside of the solar system and on various moons of saturn.

It was a British base with yes a DUMB under the sea.
 Rummer to be another GITMO now.

So when nothing happens and none of these people disappear will you
guys tell yourselves that they were all just replaced with clones? Or do
you suppose you’ll have forgotten about this story entirely by next
month after MB moves on to some other bullshit?
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Are you that much of a moron??
Or is your head still up your @rse???

 Wake up and smell the coffee….
 This is the digital age – you only need a few programmers – AI/CGI =

endless air-time…
 They even can ‘morph’ anyone into someone else live on tv and you

wouldn’t even know it.

Fair question by Biggs, fair reply by Sparky Sr.

What’s interesting is that the AI of the DS – like every other technology
out there – is probably well in advance of that to which we have
access.

But I admit I’d enjoy reading about someobody taking an unexpected
“long sabbatical.”

It was done LIVE on America’s Got Talent before. A LIVE person on
stage morphed into Simon Cowell on the screen behind them !!!!

Roger Stone says Lyndon Johnson killed John F. Kennedy in order to
become President in adherence with the military-industrial complex:

“When I asked Nixon point blank…I said to him, So Mr. President let
me ask you a question..Who really killed John Kennedy…He stared
into his martini, well Dallas. I said I’m sorry sir I don’t understand. He
said let me put it to you another way. Lyndon and I both wanted to be
President, the difference was, that I wasn’t willing to kill for it…

So, when Robert Kennedy says the CIA did it, he’s not wrong.. When
Sam Jean’s daughter says the mob did it, she’s not wrong. Everyone
has their own interests but Johnson has his own unique relationship
with each.”

“84 hours after JFK’s death Lyndon Johnson and he’s already green-lit
the Vietnam War.”
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I think there are strong cases to be made that the CIA, the Mossad, the
Bush crime family, Johnson, the mob, other Intelligence Agencies, and
a secret society all had their hand in eliminating JFK. Who do you think
is the most responsible for the death of one of America’s most honored
Presidents?

Twitter

Pivotal moment in -human- history than meets the eye. No question
The Mob was involved. As someone w/more family connections to The
Mob than anyone would be proud to admit, their involvement was open
secret. In perverse sense, their status was elevated as result. Not only
could they take out street level criminals at whim, even US presidents
weren’t safe. Power doesn’t get more seductive than this.

People often talk about deathbed confessions. If you’re Italian, and all
of my relatives were, midnight snack ‘kitchen confessions’ are infinitely
more reliable and revealing.

Tommy James, Pop recording artist and author remarked; 1962 was
“the last normal Summer in American history. After that, *everything*
changed”.

While the mob was involved in some way, their expertise in whacking
someone is two to the back of the head or a car bomb. This was
carried out with a lot more complicated planning, that involved very
powerful people, especially from the puppet masters, the alphabet
agencies and Mossad cretins.

One of the first things LBJ did with his new pen was shelve EO11110.
~The Nak~

Absolutely love this! Thank you Mr. Baxter for this story! MSM is finally
being taken down and all the treasonous fake news snakes with it!
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Fking Awesome.. wish i could hug the white hats.. dont forget to add
CBC,CTV,The National and CTV global.. they all need to be arrested
too.. i love it , arrest them all,hang them all then let God sort them out..

i would like to see the white hats cut the head of the snake-The
Rothchilds,Rockefellers,Kissinger, Duponts,Russels etc ,all the
monarchy and all the jesuitsand i want to see Oprah the pedofile swing
along with the rock together.. and the rest of the elites..

they shouldnt touch our children..sick fukers they are..
 we in Canada want to see Trudope and his wef liberal party all swing

too along with the corrupted NDP…. GOD WINS Satan loses..

Full volume OAN and Newsmax, I love it – add Right Side
Broadcasting of Trump rallies and you got the means to make the MSM
heads explode.

It’s past time to arrest these TRAITORS!! it will be so nice to see jim
acosta behind bars, he is one of the worst. Sometimes I will repeat MB
articles to my family and they still laugh so hard. I know MSM is corrupt
and I believe MB articles but I can’t take their laughing anymore. Been
reading MB news (MBN) for three years now, HELP US PLZZ and
reveal ALL these monsters for what they are, backed up with video
proof!

Last edited 9 hours ago by Daniel

Yeah!!!!!!! Yeah!!!!!!! YEAH!!!!!! ITS ABOUT TIME THEY WERE
PICKED UP AND TAKEN OUT. YEAH!!!!!! There is a holy God. Thank
you for another video.

Mr. Baxter, what about the disposal problem? Using an arbitrary
number of one hundred thousand hangings times an assumed average
weight of 175 lbs. each extends out to nearly nine tons of rotting flesh. I
assume that you do not want good farmland to go for graveyards and I
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assume that you don’t want to waste good oxygen to cremate. Will they
sell to McDonalds? After all, it is said that McDonalds has long since
crossed the thin line of Soylent Green.

Throw ’em in the ocean, nobody will miss them, plus the sharks will
have a great TG and no cleanup….

Only 200 rooms???? must be expecting a turnover rate based on days
not weeks. Happy to see this preliminary list especially Oprah and
fudgepacker Vanderbilt; those two net worths could finance the next
2,000. Look forward to Mourning Joe and his bitch.

Texas A&M University Employee Arrested on Child Pornography
Charges, FBI Uncovers Use of “PIZZA” as Code in Chats

 READ

Might be fun to send a link of this to the news stations in out areas!
Even if it alerts them, I would think they are being watched and cant go
anywhere to hide.

I can see it now, the guilty posting “this is not true”, “fake news” while
they are running around packing their bags and fleeing the country.
Where are the cameramen when needed lol

Chung toi co dich vu thong dich vienmien phi de tra loicac hau hoi ma
ban co ve chuong trihn suc khoe hay thuoc cua chung toi.

 Wir verfungenuber kostenlose dolmetschdienste, um alle Fragen zu
beanworten, die Sie uber unseren Gesundheits oder
Medikamentenplan haben mogen…..

Word is, is that Oprah is no longer on earth. Taken out a year or so
ago. And they need to add many others to this list.

I dont know, but they said her house was painted “laser resistant blue”
in Maui??
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If you think that person pretending to speak with the Rock is Opraaaaa,
you have been mislead. That was a look a like. Opraaa is about 70 by
now.

DEW zbraně nemohou fungovat na modré.. z nějakého důvodu a také
se pokusili zabít Trumpa, ale zbraně nemohou fungovat ani na Trumps
Airplane..lol, 

 což je dobrá věc pro prezidenta Trumpa..

Po požáru v Lahaině bylo zaznamenáno, že se kovová spojka zahradní
hadice roztavila skrz plastový odpadkový koš, ale samotná hadice a
odpadkový koš „požár“ nějak přežily.

Kromě toho, ZDE není nic k vidění, lidi…

Ano, to vím. Jde o to, že jestli už byla zajata nebo ještě hůř, jaký má
smysl její natírání střechy?

Myslím, že je také důležité shromáždit všechny podobné a klony, jinak
může náhrada udržet jejich zločinecký podnik v chodu. Rozsudek smrti
by měl zahrnovat odsouzeného zločince a každého, kdo se za něj
vydává.

Slyšel jsem, že The Rock už byl také vyřazen, takže kdo to žádal o
dary pro Maui?

WarNuse z Twitteru měl před lety dlouhý seznam. Anderson Cooper a
Oprah byli na tom spolu s Chrisem Cuomo a Ellen deGeneris. Poté
Twitter vypnul WarNuse.

Oh prosím dej Oprahs tlustý zadek do jedné z těch buněk. To bych rád
viděl.

Mnoho médií opustilo naše tel. mnoho obrazovek lží ve Velké Británii
během posledních několika let, některá velká jména stále pózují v
maskách.
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